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structures is an important aspect in increasing the 

The process of decentralization and the creation of 

Republic was carried out by a broad coalition gov

regional and local authorities closer to citizens and 
to increase the transparency and effectiveness of the 

government of Dzurinda was based on the already 
implemented changes concerning the administra

in this process of decentralization of public adminis
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reason for their negative attitude to the presented 
model of territorial regions was the intention to cre
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most of the Hungarian speaking residents of the Slo

within the framework of the growing nationalist split 

about the dominance of the Hungarian minority in 

of decentralization was based on the administrative 

The reminder of the genesis of 
the emergence of regions is of great importance in 
the context of the modern search for an answer to 
the question why regional elections had the lowest 
level of voter participation (after the elections to the 

and especially negative consequences and risks of 
decentralization without taking into account the natu

To the risk factors of decentralization and the emer
gence of regional municipalities (after the last regional 

attribute the fact that citizens do not identify them

also affects the decrease in the legitimacy of regional 

gral part of this development in Slovakia is also the 
loss of public and civil control over the adoption of 

relationship between these factors and what are the 
consequences of increasing support for independ

The growth of state 

trend of public support for independent candidates 

than twice as many candidates were elected to the 
regional municipalities as regional representations 

the largest number of independent candidates was 

the greatest impact on this growing trend of support

the electoral law to the Slovak Parliament by the third 

to the introduction of deforming aspects that hitherto 
negatively affect the functioning of political parties in 

the introduction of one national party candidate and 

increase in the elitization of parties and the creation of 

in the Parliament of Slovakia has a negative impact 
on the development of the structured political system  

The existence of a single electoral district at the 
parliamentary elections for the moment also nega
tively limits the development of party structures at the 

systematically develop their activities at the local and 

enough of a narrow circle of party elites and regional 

structures from below has thus disappeared from the 

separate groups of economic interests through party 

base and a narrower party leadership than the original 

exist in the Slovak party system for more than a term 

are represented mainly by one leader and a narrow 

 The main criterion for the consolidation and stabilization of the 

to which programming parties are created regarding parties with a 
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an oligarchic structure

process of developing the internal democratic envi

the low level of participation and competence of local 
and regional party structures in the activities of politi
cal actors in general subsequently affects the reduc

enough professional and experienced political lead

negative trends that affect the oligarchization of party 

structures necessary for the functioning of institutions 
of modern democracy and at the regional level is 

ties is also reduced by the reluctance of the leaders to 
display political responsibility on suspicion of corrupt 

of the leaders and leadership of the parties leads to a 

have executive responsibility is a quantitatively nar

At this stage of development of parties there are just 
a few experienced people who want to enter party pol

bility of political parties affects the permanent party 
demarcation and the emergence of new participants 
capable of making themselves known in the elec

This negative trend in the development of parties 

Such an idealistic view subsequently generates the 
already mentioned increase in the number of inde

can be regarded as a certain positive differentiation 

there is a tendency to increase the state support of 

for the public to effectively monitor their activities is 

In the second election in large territorial entities 

positions of independent candidates in all regions of 

with a higher participation in the elections (compared to 
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ber of independent candidates who won in the elections 

independent candidates who were elected by the dep

 

ber of successful independent candidates compared to 

an increase in the number of voters compared to the 

sive information campaign concerning the competen

majority of parliamentary parties against candidates 
antisystemic and extremist

were more independent candidates for the regional 

In Presov region independent candidates received 

The above mentioned information on participa
tion in regional elections in the Slovak Republic from 

didates from parliamentary parties approved at the 

to parties that are considered stabilized at the local 

does not copy the constantly growing trend of sup

aimed at disseminating awareness of the compe

the factors that led to an increase in the participation 

licly presenting themselves at the regional level as 

cratic parliamentary parties against the efforts of the 

Despite the fact that the electoral system in the 
Parliament of the Slovak Republic and the electoral 
system in the regional municipalities is not the same 

 This value is used by us in the context of the analysis of 

government – the province in comparison with the previous term 

deputies of large territorial units in the total number of votes of the 

is capable of receiving the necessary support within the southern 
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the second – with a broad proportion with the  broad 
possibility of the participation of independent can

correlation between the crisis in the functionality of 
established parties at the parliamentary level and the 
increase in support for independent candidates at 

it can be argued that these development processes 

established parties at the national level correlates 
at the level of regional elections with an increase in 

another risk in the development and consolidation of 

The results of the analysis of participation in elec

opportunities for regional development citizens do not 

without special demand from citizens and taking into 

zens are still not guided by the competence of large 
territorial units and do not have adequate political abil
ities for meaningful organized participation in regional 

deforming change in the law on parliamentary elec

In contrast to this deforming law and criticism from 

stage the law was not changed even after the creation 

has become an obstacle to an integrated and effec

institutionalized decentralization was implemented 

development of important organizational structures of 

example of the fact that decentralization should not 

be a solution to optimize the activities of political 

no real interest of the elites in order to conduct it in 

of such a regional interdepartmental body of local 

political parties that are established at the level of 
the state party system is displayed at the level of 

many members of parliamentary parties eventually 
decide to participate in elections to regional mis

this is the desire to avoid suspicion about the opac

negative result of this development is shown by the 
public in the form of reducing the transparency and 

of the decentralization of public administration and 

to increase the support of independent candidates 
seemed to be one of the possible ways out of the 

an increase in support for independent candidates 

help stabilize political inequality and even more 
closely interrelate the interests of economic pres

son for such practical risks for the functioning of 
democratic institutions is that the behavior of indi

fact allows more effective promotion of interests 
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